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ABSTRACT
We report on the discovery of a transiting Earth-sized (0.95R⊕) planet around an M3.5 dwarf star at
57 pc, EPIC 249631677. The planet has a period of ∼3.14 days, i.e. ∼pi, with an instellation of 7.5 S⊕.
The detection was made using publicly available data from K2 ’s Campaign 15. We observed three
additional transits with SPECULOOS Southern and Northern Observatories, and a stellar spectrum
from Keck/HIRES, which allowed us to validate the planetary nature of the signal. The confirmed
planet is well suited for comparative terrestrial exoplanetology. While exoplanets transiting ultracool
dwarfs present the best opportunity for atmospheric studies of terrestrial exoplanets with the James
Webb Space Telescope, those orbiting mid-M dwarfs within 100 pc such as EPIC 249631677b will
become increasingly accessible with the next generation of observatories (e.g., HabEx, LUVOIR, OST ).
Keywords: stars: individual (2MASS J15120519-2006307, EPIC 249631677, TIC 70298662, K2-***b)
– planets and satellites: detection
1. INTRODUCTION
The redesigned Kepler mission, K2, has been a suc-
cess by adding almost 400 confirmed planets to the 2,348
∗ 51 Pegasi b Fellow
† Juan Carlos Torres Fellow
discovered by the original mission1. Building upon Ke-
pler, K2 expanded the search of planets around brighter
stars, covered a wider region of sky along the ecliptic,
and studied a variety of astronomical objects. Together,
these endeavors have revolutionized the field of exoplan-
1 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
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Figure 1. Upper Panel: Detrended light curve from everest pipeline of EPIC 249631677. The transits are shallow and thus not
obvious. Their periodic locations are marked by green lines. The red line represents 0.75 days biweight filter used to model out the trend
in the light curve potentially due to systematics and rotational modulation of the star. Lower Panel: Flattened light curve used for the
transit fitting, and subsequent analysis in the paper.
etary science by quadrupling the number of exoplanets
known at the time, while K2 in particular has led to ex-
citing discoveries, such as disintegrating planetesimals
around the white dwarf WD-1145 (Vanderburg et al.
2015), multi-planet systems around bright stars like GJ
9827 (K2-135) (Niraula et al. 2017; Rodriguez et al.
2018), and resonant chains of planets like the K2-138
system with five planets (Christiansen et al. 2018).
Space-based platforms such as Kepler can provide
high-quality continuous monitoring of targets above the
Earth’s atmosphere. The simultaneous photometric
monitoring of tens of thousands of stars enables finding
rare configurations (e.g., WD-1145) and answering sci-
ence questions regarding planetary populations that are
more statistical in nature such as how unique our own
Solar System is, or what are the most common type of
planets (e.g. Fressin et al. 2013; Fulton et al. 2017).
Ground-based facilities, on the other hand, often de-
tect fewer planets while operating at a lower cost. These
planets frequently exhibit larger signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) in various metrics (e.g., transmission), thereby
allowing for these planets to be characterized further.
One such example is the TRAPPIST-1 planetary system
(Gillon et al. 2016, 2017), discovered by the TRAPPIST
Ultra Cool Dwarf Transiting Survey, a prototype survey
for the SPECULOOS Survey (Gillon et al. 2013). The
goal of the SPECULOOS Survey is to explore the near-
est ultracool dwarfs (Teff <3000 K) for transits of rocky
planets (Burdanov et al. 2018; Delrez et al. 2018; Jehin
et al. 2018; Sebastian et al. in prep.). Although few sys-
tems are expected (Delrez et al. 2018; Sebastian et al.
in prep.), their impact on the field will be significant
as they should provide most of the temperate Earth-
sized exoplanets amenable for atmospheric studies with
the next generation of observatories such as JWST (e.g.
Gillon et al. 2020).
Beyond the SPECULOOS Survey, which monitors
nearby late-M dwarfs for terrestrial planets, the SPECU-
LOOS telescopes have been used to study the planetary
population around mid- and late-M dwarfs. In that con-
text, SPECULOOS facilities have been involved in fol-
lowing up and validating planetary candidates, notably
from TESS (Gu¨nther et al. 2019; Kostov et al. 2019;
Quinn et al. 2019). Next to confirming planetary candi-
dates that cross detection thresholds, we have started to
investigate weaker signals. For this work, we revisited
K2 data, a mission which ended only in 2019. We re-
analyzed the light curves of stars with Teff < 3500 K, a
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Figure 2. Left: SDE obtained from TLS showing the strongest peak at ∼3.14 days and its aliases marked with dotted lines. No
significant additional peaks were observed once the first signal was modeled out. Right: Best-fit transit model for K2 data is shown in
red. The brown line is the model taking into account the integration time of 29.4 minutes for K2. The orange lines illustrate 350 random
models drawn from the posterior distributions of the fitted parameters.
Kepler magnitude < 15, and a log g > 4.5. While these
criteria were motivated particularly to look for planets
around ultra-cool dwarfs, they were relaxed in order to
allow room for errors in the stellar properties and im-
prove completeness of the analysis. Among the 1,213
stars fitting these criteria, EPIC 249631677 presented
the strongest periodic transit-like signal.
In this paper, we report the discovery of an Earth-
sized K2 planet in a close-in orbit around EPIC
249631677. The paper is structured as follow; obser-
vations (Section 2), analysis and validation (Section 3),
and the discussion in regards to future prospects for
characterization (Section 4).
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. A Candidate in Archival K2 Data
EPIC 249631677 was observed by K2 in Campaign 15
from 2017-08-23 22:18:11 UTC to 2017-11-19 22:58:27
UTC continuously for about 90 days as part of program
GO 15005 (PI: I. Crossfield). The pointing was main-
tained by using two functioning reaction wheels, while
the telescope drifted slowly in the third axis due to ra-
diation pressure from the Sun, which was corrected pe-
riodically by thruster firing (Howell et al. 2014). As a
consequence of such a modus operandi, uncorrected K2
light curves can show saw-tooth structures.
Many pipelines have been built to correct for such
systematics. Two popular detrending algorithms for
K2 lightcurves are K2SFF (Vanderburg & Johnson 2014)
and everest (Luger et al. 2016). These pipelines have
helped to achieve precision comparable to that of Kepler
by correcting for systematics caused by intra-pixel and
inter-pixel variations. For our purpose, we use the light
curve from the everest pipeline throughout this analy-
sis. We use a biweight filter with a window of 0.75 days,
as implemented in wo¯tan (Hippke et al. 2019), to gener-
ate the flattened light curve for further analysis, and use
only data with quality factor of 0. This light curve can
be seen in Figure 1. The simple aperture photometric
light curve has a scatter of 2527 ppm, which improves to
685 ppm after everest processing.
We searched the flattened data for periodic transit
signals using the transit least squares algorithm (TLS)
(Hippke & Heller 2019), and found a prominent peak
around 3.14 days as can be seen in Figure 2. We as-
sessed the presence of additional candidate signals after
modeling out the 3.14-d signal by re-running TLS, but
did not find any with a significant signal detection effi-
ciency (i.e., SDE>10).
2.2. Candidate Vetting with SPECULOOS Telescopes
We followed up on the planetary candidate by observ-
ing with SPECULOOS Southern Observatory (SSO)
two transit windows on UT 25 February 2020 by
Ganymede and on UT 18 March 2020 by Io, and one
transit window with SPECULOOS Northern Observa-
tory on UT 18 May 2020 by Artemis. SSO is composed
of four telescopes, which are installed at ESO Paranal
Observatory (Chile) and operational since January 2018.
SNO is currently composed of one telescope (Artemis),
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Figure 3. Top: First ground-based observation of EPIC
249631677 b from Ganymede, SSO on UT 25 February 2020 at
airmass of 1.03. Middle: Second ground-based observation by Io,
SSO on UT 18 March 2020 at airmass of 1.01. Bottom: Third
ground-based observation by Artemis, SNO on UT 18 May 2020
at airmass of 1.77. The best-fit model is shown in red with 350
randomly selected models from MCMC posteriors shown in or-
ange. The silver points are the detrended flux using second-order
polynomials in airmass and FWHM. The green points corresponds
to flux bins of 10 minutes.
which is located at the Teide Observatory (Canary Is-
lands, Spain) and operational since June 2019. All
SPECULOOS telescopes are identical robotic Ritchey-
Chretien (F/8) telescopes with an aperture of 1-m. They
are equipped with Andor iKon-L cameras with e2v 2K
× 2K deep-depletion CCDs, which provide a Field of
View (FoV) of 12 ′ × 12 ′ and the corresponding pixel
scale is 0.35 ′′ pixel−1 (Delrez et al. 2018; Jehin et al.
2018). To schedule those windows we used the SPecu-
loos Observatory sChedule maKer (SPOCK), described
in Sebastian et al. (in prep.). Observations were made
with an exposure time of 40 s in an I+z filter, a cus-
tom filter (transmittance >90% from 750 nm to beyond
1000 nm) designed for the observation of faint red tar-
gets usually observed by the SPECULOOS survey (Del-
rez et al. 2018; Murray et al. 2020). SSO data were then
processed using the SSO Pipeline, which accounts for the
water vapor effects known to be significant for differen-
tial photometry of redder hosts with bluer comparison
stars (Murray et al. 2020). SNO data were processed
using prose, which generates differential light curves by
using a weighted light curve from a number of compar-
ison stars (Garc`ıa et al. in prep.). We show these pro-
cessed light curves in Figure 3. We recovered the tran-
sit events in the SPECULOOS observations, whose tim-
ings were within 1σ of the calculated ephemeris from K2
data. Since these observations were obtained two years
after K2 Campaign 15, they improve the precision of
the transit ephemeris by an order of magnitude.
3. ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION
3.1. Stellar Host Characterization
3.1.1. Semi-empirical Stellar Parameters
We constructed the spectral energy distribution
(SED) of EPIC 249631677 using photometric magni-
tudes from Gaia (GBP and GRP ; Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2018) and the AllWISE source catalog (J , H,
Ks, W1, W2, and W3; Cutri et al. 2013). The cor-
responding fluxes for these magnitudes are tabulated
on VizieR (Ochsenbein et al. 2000) and shown in Fig-
ure 5 and Table 1. The parallax of EPIC 249631677
is pi = 17.61 ± 0.09 mas, which yields a distance of
56.8 ± 0.3 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; Stas-
sun & Torres 2018). We then derived the stellar lu-
minosity L∗ by integrating over the SED, which yielded
L∗ = 0.0041± 0.0001L.
Two independent methods were applied to obtain stel-
lar mass. First, we used the empirical M∗−MKs relation
(applying the metallicity obtained in Sect. spectro) from
Mann et al. (2019) to obtain M∗ = 0.1721± 0.0044M.
We also applied stellar evolution modeling, using the
models presented in Fernandes et al. (2019), using as a
constraint the luminosity inferred above and the metal-
licity derived in Sect. spectro) . We considered a
stellar age of at least a few Gyrs in the absence of
signs of youth, such as presence of prominent flares
(see Section 3.1.3). We obtained with this method
M∗ = 0.176 ± 0.004 M. This uncertainty reflects the
error propagation on the stellar luminosity and metal-
licity, but also the uncertainty associated with the input
physics of the stellar models. We combined these two
mass estimates as in Van Grootel et al. (2018) to ob-
tain M∗ = 0.174±0.004M as our best estimate for the
stellar mass of EPIC 249631677. Given its proximity,
we expect minimal extinction for the target. Finally,
5we note that given its luminosity, mass, and Gaia colors
this star is likely to be fully convective (Jao et al. 2018;
Rabus et al. 2019).
Due to the absence of a strong constraint on the stel-
lar density from the transits, we obtained stellar mass,
radius, luminosity, surface gravity and density from our
evolutionary models. Table 1 summarizes the results of
this analysis, along with other properties of the star.
Our values are consistent with those listed in the TESS
Input Catalog (Stassun et al. 2019), and we adopt them
for the remainder of this analysis.
3.1.2. Reconaissance Spectroscopy
To confirm EPIC 249631677’s stellar properties and
better characterize the system, we acquired an opti-
cal spectrum using Keck/HIRES (Vogt et al. 1994) on
UT 30 May 2020. The observation took place in 0.6′′
effective seeing and using the C2 decker without the
HIRES iodine gas cell, giving an effective resolution of
λ/∆λ ≈ 55, 000 from 3600 A˚ to 7990 A˚. We exposed for
1800 s and obtained SNR of roughly 23 per pixel. Data
reduction followed the standard approach of the Califor-
nia Planet Search consortium (Howard et al. 2010).
We used our Keck/HIRES radial velocity and Gaia
DR2 data to estimate the 3D galactic (UVW ) space
velocity using the online kinematics calculator2 of Ro-
driguez (2016). Following Chubak et al. (2012), our
Keck/HIRES spectrum gives a barycentric radial veloc-
ity of 6.25±0.17 km s−1. With the Gaia-derived coordi-
nates, proper motion, and distance listed in Table 1, we
find (U, V,W ) values of (−17.02,−9.06,+33.66) km s−1,
indicating a likely membership in the Milky Way’s thin
disk (Bensby et al. 2014).
Using the SpecMatch-Empirical algorithm (Yee et al.
2017), we derive from our HIRES spectrum stellar pa-
rameters of Teff = 3195 ± 70 K, R∗ = 0.23 ± 0.10R,
and [Fe/H]= −0.24 ± 0.09, consistent with the values
tabulated in Table 1. The three best-matching stars in
the SpecMatch-Empirical template library are GJ 15B,
GJ 447, and GJ 725B, which have spectral types of
M3.5V, M4V, and M3.5V, respectively. Given the close
match between the spectra of these stars and our target
(see Fig. 4), we therefore classify EPIC 249631677 as an
M dwarf with subclass 3.5±0.5. We see no evidence of
emission line cores at Hα, consistent with our determi-
nation that our target is not a young star. We see no
evidence of spectral broadening compared to these three
stars (which all have v sin i < 2.5 km s−1; Reiners et al.
2012), so we set an upper limit on EPIC 249631677’s
2 http://kinematics.bdnyc.org/query
projected rotational velocity of < 5 km s−1, comparable
to the spectral resolution of HIRES.
3.1.3. Stellar Variability
The long-term variations apparent in the everest
light curve (Figure 1) are not evident in light curves from
other reduction pipelines (e.g., K2SFF). These variations
likely arise from systematics and are not reliable for
estimating the stellar rotation period (Esselstein et al.
2018). Similarly, no flares are apparent either in the K2
or SPECULOOS data. Flare rates peak for ∼M3.5 stars
in TESS data (Gu¨nther et al. 2020). However, given the
long integration time of 29.4 minutes as well as a need
for data processing which corrects for the saw-tooth pat-
tern, flare signals, unless very prominent, are expected
to be difficult to detect in K2 long cadence data.
3.1.4. Archival Imaging
3.2. Vetting
In order to produce a transit depth on the level of
0.2% in the light curve of the primary target, a back-
ground eclipsing binary producing eclipses with depths
of 25% to 50% would have to be 5.25 to 6.0 mag fainter
than the target, respectively. Qualitatively, the odds of
EPIC 249631677 hosting a planet are higher than the
odds of such magnitude contrast eclipsing binary being
present within the SPECULOOS aperture, given occur-
rence rates of M-dwarf planets (Dressing & Charbon-
neau 2013; Mulders et al. 2015; Hardegree-Ullman et al.
2019). A stringent quantitative constraint can be placed
using the ingress/egress duration (T12/T34) compared
to the total transit duration (T14) (Seager & Malle´n-
Ornelas 2003, Equation 21). Such a test yields an upper
limit on the relative radius of the transiting body. By
assuming equal effective surface temperatures, the lower
magnitude limit ∆m (corresponding to a flux difference
∆F) for a blended binary mimicking a signal of depth δ
is given by:
∆F =
(
1− T23/T14
1 + T23/T14
)2
=⇒ ∆m = 2.5 log10
(
∆F
δ
)
.
(1)
Using the posterior for the transit fit (See Section 3.3),
we find for EPIC 249631677 that such a background
object can be fainter at most by 1.73 mag at the 3σ
level. Fortunately, EPIC 249631677 has a significant
proper motion, ∼140 mas yr−1, which allows us to in-
vestigate the presence of background sources at its cur-
rent sky position. We looked at archival imaging of
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Figure 5. Spectral energy distribution of the host star. Pho-
tometric fluxes used in the stellar characterization analysis (i.e.,
GBP , GRP , J , H, Ks, W1, W2, and W3) are shown as points
with x-errors illustrating the filter bandpasses. Flux uncertain-
ties are generally smaller than the marker size. For comparison,
a BT-Settl model spectrum (Allard et al. 2012) for a star with
Teff = 3300 K, log g = 5.0, and [Fe/H] = 0.0 is shown as well
(black line).
EPIC 246331677 going back to 19533. A POSS I plate
from 1953 is the publicly available oldest image of EPIC
249631677, and it does not show any background source
at the current position of the target. The plate is sen-
sitive to objects at least 3.5 magnitudes fainter than
the target. Similarly, the Hubble Guide Star Catalogue
(GSC), with a limiting magnitude of 20 (Lasker et al.
1990), does not show any background source. While
POSS II would go the deepest in terms of limiting mag-
nitude (20.8, Reid et al. 1991), the star has moved ap-
preciably closer to its current location, precluding a
3 http://stdatu.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/dss form
definitive measurement from this image. Overall, us-
ing archival images we can rule out the possibility of the
transit signal originating from background star at a high
level of confidence.
3.2.1. Binarity of the Host Star
Despite the lack of background sources, the host star
could produce a false-positive transit signal if it were a
grazing eclipsing binary or a hierarchical eclipsing bi-
nary. We investigated the evidence for host star bi-
narity using the isochrones software package (Morton
2015), which performs isochrone fitting in the context of
the MESA (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) Isochrones
and Stellar Tracks database (Dotter 2016; Choi et al.
2016). Single-star and binary evolutionary models are
available within isochrones, and the inference is per-
formed via the nested sampling algorithm MULTINEST
(Feroz et al. 2009) (as implemented in the PyMultiNest
software package (Buchner et al. 2014)), which allows
for direct comparisons of the Bayesian evidence lnZ.
We tested both single-star and binary models using
the priors on photometric magnitudes and stellar dis-
tance described in Section 3.1.1. The inferred proper-
ties from the single-star model fit are consistent with
those given in Table 1 at the 2σ level. The lnZ for the
single-star model is −213.86±0.04, whereas the lnZ for
the binary model is −229.6 ± 0.2. According to Kass
& Raftery (1995), the corresponding Bayes factor of 16
indicates “decisive” evidence in favor of the single-star
model.
We also examined our Keck/HIRES spectrum for sec-
ondary lines that would indicate the presence of an-
other star following the approach of Kolbl et al. (2015).
We found no evidence of additional lines down to the
method’s standard sensitivity limit of ∆V = 5 mag for
∆v > 10 km s−1, consistent with EPIC 249631677 being
a single, isolated star. We therefore conclude that the
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Figure 6. Set of archival image used to check for background objects. The orange polygon represents the aperture used in K2 by everest
pipeline, while the red circle represents the aperture used for extracting photometry using SNO. i) POSS I Survey image from 1953 does
not shown any bright object in the current SSO aperture. ii) Image from Hubble Guide Star Catalogue 1 from 1978. iii) Image from POSS
II from 1993. iv) Median stacked image from Artemis, SNO observation made on May 18 2020. All three archival figures do not show any
background object at the current position of EPIC 249631677.
available data strongly support EPIC 246331677 being
a single star.
3.2.2. Photometric Tests
We performed a series of tests on the photometric data
to rule out false-positive scenarios. First, we performed
an even-odd test on the target using K2 photometry.
The even and odd transits are consistent with one an-
other in transit depth to within 1σ. We also looked
for secondary eclipses in the phase-folded light curve
and found none to be present. Note that since we ob-
serve consistent signals in both the K2 and SPECU-
LOOS data sets, we can rule out the signal originating
from systematics. The transit depth in SPECULOOS
observations with I+z filter, which is redder than Ke-
pler bandpass, are consistent to K2 transit depths within
1σ level, keeping up with the expectation of the achro-
matic nature of planetary transit. Furthermore, a mas-
sive companion, such as a faint white dwarf, can be ruled
out using the ellipsoidal variation, which puts a 3σ up-
per limit on the mass of any companions at the given
orbital period of the transit signal as ∼100MJup (Mor-
ris 1985; Niraula et al. 2018). From the transit fit, we
can rule out a grazing eclipse originating from a larger
transiting object (i.e. ≥ 2R⊕) at >3σ confidence. To-
gether, these tests rule out the object at 3.14 days being
a massive companion.
3.3. Transit Fitting
We used the refined estimates of the host properties
together with the K2 and SPECULOOS light curves to
derive the planetary properties. We performed indepen-
dent joint analyses and found consistent results.
In order to calculate the transit model, we used
batman (Kreidberg 2015). We simultaneously model
both the K2 observation as well as the ground-based ob-
servations with 21 parameters in a Monte Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC) framework using the emcee package
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We use a Gaussian
prior on the scaled semi-major axis of the orbit a/R∗
of N (25.72, 0.27), derived using the stellar density ob-
tained from our stellar modeling (Section 3.1.1). As for
the limb darkening, we use the non-informative q1, q2
parameterization of the quadratic limb-darkening law as
suggested by Kipping (2013). We fix the eccentricity at
zero owing to the short orbital period. For K2 data, we
supersample the transits by a factor of 15 in batman to
take into account the effect of non-negligible integration
time. As for the ground-based data, we use second-order
polynomials to detrend against the observables airmass
and FWHM. We ran the MCMC for 50,000 steps with
150 walkers, and remove the first half of the chains to
build the parameter posteriors. We assessed the con-
vergence of walkers using the suggested autocorrelation
test for emcee. The resulting fit parameters are reported
in Table 2, and the fitted transit models are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3.
4. FUTURE PROSPECTS
The search for transiting planets around small stars
has been motivated in large part by their potential
for atmospheric characterization. Owing to the size
and proximity of its host, EPIC 249631677 b is thus
one of the few known terrestrial exoplanets possibly
amenable for atmospheric characterization in the next
two decades. In order to quantify and contextualize its
prospects for atmospheric study, we followed the same
approach as for TRAPPIST-1 in Gillon et al. (2016) (see
de Wit & Seager 2013), focusing here on all known ter-
restrial planets. We selected terrestrial planets as plan-
ets with a reported radius below 1.6 R⊕ in the NASA
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Figure 7. Most promising terrestrial planets for atmospheric characterization. Point colors illustrate the SNR of a JWST/NIRSPEC
observation relative to TRAPPIST-1 b. SNR below 1/100th of TRAPPIST-1b and transmission signal less than 5 ppm have been removed
to enhance readability of the figure. The planets for which the presence of an atmosphere could be assessed by JWST within ∼ 50 transits
are encircled in black, if their atmospheric signals are above JWST ’s threshold of ∼50 ppm. The rest of the uncircled pool of terrestrial
planets may be accessible with the successors of JWST if ten times better performance can be achieved. The size of the circle is proportional
to the size of the planet. Circles for 1.5 R⊕ and 1.0R⊕ are drawn in the upper right corner for reference.
Exoplanet Archive4 (Rogers 2015; Fulton et al. 2017).
We thus derive the amplitude of the planets’ signals in
transmission as:
S =
2Rpheff
R2∗
,with
heff =
7kT
µg
,
(2)
where Rp is the planetary radius, R∗ is the stellar ra-
dius, and heff is the effective atmospheric height, µ is
the atmospheric mean molecular mass, T is the atmo-
spheric temperature and g is the local gravity. We as-
sume heff to cover seven atmospheric scale heights, µ
the atmospheric mean molecular mass to be 20 amu,
and the atmospheric temperature to be the equilibrium
temperature for a Bond albedo of 0. For the planets
4 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
with missing masses, we estimated g using the model of
Chen & Kipping (2017).
The signal amplitudes are reported in Figure 7 to-
gether with the SNR relative to TRAPPIST-1 b’s, cal-
culated by scaling the signal amplitude with the hosts’
brightness in J band. We find that EPIC 249631677 b
fares closely to the outer planets of TRAPPIST-1 in
terms of potential for atmospheric exploration with
JWST—its warmer and thus larger atmosphere com-
pensating for its larger star. In fact, its relative SNR for
transmission spectroscopy is half those of TRAPPIST-
1 f–h, meaning that assessing the presence of a µ ∼ 20
atmosphere around the planet would require of the order
of 40 transits—four times the ∼10 transits required for a
similar assessment for TRAPPIST-1 f–h (Lustig-Yaeger
et al. 2019). EPIC 249631677 b is thus at the very edge
of JWST ’s capability for atmospheric characterization,
mostly due to its “large” host star.
9Table 1. Stellar properties.
Property Value Source
Catalog names
EPIC ID 249631677 1
TIC ID 70298662 2
2MASS ID J15120519-2006307 3
Gaia DR2 ID 6255978483510095488 4
Astrometric Properties
RA (J2000, hh:mm:ss) 15:12:05.19 4
Dec (J2000, dd:mm:ss) -20:06:30.55 4
Distance (pc) 56.8 ± 0.3 4
µRA (mas yr
−1) -120.3 ± 0.2 4
µDec (mas yr
−1) 74.7 ± 0.1 4
Barycentric Radial Velocity (km s−1) +6.25 ± 0.17 6
Photometric Properties
B (mag) 18.656 ± 0.162 2
V (mag) 17.67 ± 0.2 2
GBP (mag) 17.3648 ± 0.0134 4
G (mag) 15.6791 ± 0.0010 4
GRP (mag) 14.4183 ± 0.0028 4
J (mag) 12.665± 0.022 5
H (mag) 12.134 ± 0.027 5
Ks (mag) 11.838± 0.023 5
WISE 3.4 (mag) 11.631±0.024 5
WISE 4.6 (mag) 11.436±0.023 5
WISE 12.0 (mag) 11.068±0.156 5
Derived Fundamental Properties
Mass, M∗ (M) 0.174 ± 0.004 6
Radius, R∗ (R) 0.196 ± 0.006 6
Density, ρ∗ (g cm−3) 32.6 ± 1.0 6
Luminosity, L∗ (L) 0.0041 ± 0.0001 6
Effective Temperature, Teff (K) 3300 ± 30 6
Surface Gravity, log g (cgs) 5.094 ± 0.006 6
Metallicity, [Fe/H] -0.24 ± 0.09 6
Spectral Type M(3.5±0.5)V 6
Projected Rotation, v sin i (km s−1) < 5 6
Age (Gyr) > 1 6
Extinction, AV < 0.01 6
References— (1) Huber et al. (2016). (2) Stassun et al. (2019). (3) Cutri
et al. (2003). (4) Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018). (5) Cutri et al. (2013).
(6) This work.
With an estimated radial velocity semi-amplitude of
1.3 m s−1 (assuming a mass comparable to that of
Earth), the planet could be accessible for mass measure-
ments using modern ultra-precise radial velocity instru-
ments. Such possibilities and a ranking amongst the 10
best-suited Earth-sized planets for atmospheric study,
EPIC 249631677 b will therefore play an important role
in the upcoming era of comparative exoplanetology for
terrestrial worlds. It will surely be a prime target for the
Table 2. Transit Fit Parameters
Property Value
Period (Days) 3.1443189 ± 0.0000049
T0 − 2450000 (BJD) 7990.8620+0.0010−0.0011
Rp/R∗ 0.0444 ± 0.0024
Radius (R⊕ ) 0.950 ± 0.058
a/R∗ 25.72+0.16−0.17
Inclination (Deg) 88.74 +0.21−0.16
b 0.565+0.070−0.092
u1 (Kepler) 0.80
+0.57
−0.53
u2 (Kepler) -0.12
+0.49
−0.44
u1 (I+z) 0.49
+0.54
−0.35
u2 (I+z) 0.06
+0.42
−0.39
T14 (Hours) 0.821
+0.047
−0.043
T †eq(K) 460 ± 5
†Calculated assuming Bond albedo of 0.
generation of observatories to follow JWST and bring
the field fully into this new era.
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